
S.N.M COLLEGE MALIANKARA
(Affiliated to Mahatma Gandhi University, Kottayam)

1. Title of the program : Environmental Day Event: "Plant with Love"& “Buds for Loved
Ones”

2. Name of the Coordinator/s : Dr. Neelima C A

3. Organizing Department/Cell : Department of Mathematics

4. Date : 9th June 2022

5. Number of participants: 84

6. Venue: Mathematics department Portico

7. Resource Person/s : Nil

8. Objective of the Program : 

Spreading awareness about environmental conservation and encouraging tree plantation
and aimed to engage students in actively contributing to saving the environment.

9. Detailed description of the event:

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics organized the event “Plant with Love” as part
of  the  Azadika  Amrit  Mahotsav  celebration.  The  event  effectively  spread  awareness  about
environmental conservation, encouraged tree plantation, and witnessed active participation from
students and faculty members. The Plant with Love program took place on 9th June 2022, in the
Mathematics department, starting at 10:30 am. The event saw the enthusiastic participation of
both  teachers  and  students.  The  event  was  inaugurated  by  Sri  Ajan  K  A.,  the  Head  of  the
Department, along with Dr. Linu M N., the Head of Statistics, who planted trees to mark the
beginning of the program

The inauguration ceremony was followed by a well-researched speech delivered by Sri Ajan K
A. He shed light on the current state of our environment and emphasized the urgency of tree
plantation for ecological preservation. Sri Ajan K A. motivated and encouraged all the students to
actively participate in tree plantation activities

After the inauguration, the "Buds for Loved Ones" event took place. Students showcased a
collage exhibition of photos featuring the plants they had planted at their homes. Additionally,
each class contributed a plant, further enhancing the greenery within the campus.

10.Outcome of the event/Evaluation by Program Coordinator: 

The event effectively raised awareness among students about the importance of environmental
conservation and the role of tree plantation in combating environmental issues. Sri Ajan K A.'s
speech provided valuable insights into the current environmental challenges. The event witnessed
the active involvement of both teachers and students. By planting trees and organizing the collage



exhibition, students displayed their commitment to environmental sustainability and the drive to
make a positive impact. 

Through the "Buds for Loved Ones" event, students were encouraged to personally contribute to
tree  plantation  efforts.  The  exhibition  of  photographs  showcased  their  dedication  towards
nurturing the plants they had planted, further fostering a sense of ownership and environmental
consciousness
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